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WHAT IS A VST PLUGIN?
Virtual Studio Technology (VST) is a software interface that
integrates software audio processors with computer audio
editors and recording systems. VST and similar technologies
use digital signal processing to simulate traditional recording
studio hardware in software. (Wikipedia)
VSTs often simulate popular outboard hardware like:
• Compressor/Limiters
• Equalizers (EQ)

• Reverb simulators
• Delays
• Synthesizers

WHY DO I NEED TO PROCESS MY AUDIO?
While you might not always notice spectacular audio quality, poorly-produced audio can make
an otherwise professional production sound amateurish.
Have you ever listened to a podcast or stream and heard distorted
voices, muddy-sounding microphones, or volumes that change
drastically throughout?
These issues are usually the result of poor gain structure
(how strong the mic signal going to Windows is) and
budget-level equipment.
While we can’t always buy nicer gear or acoustically
treat our recording environment, we can use various
VST plugins to help control our mic volume, get rid of
unwanted noise, and make voices sound more natural.

WHAT DO I NEED?
• VB-CABLE (http://vb-audio.pagesperso-orange.fr/Cable/index.htm)
– Virtual audio device used to route signal from your microphone to the VST and finally out to Windows

• Pedalboard 2 (http://www.niallmoody.com/apps/pedalboard2)
– Used to host the VST plugins and control routing

– For best results, use the x32 versions of Pedalboard 2 and VSTs

• VST plugins
– I suggest an EQ and a Compressor/Limiter to start
• EasyQ EQ (http://rs-met.com/freebies.html)
• W Limiter (http://www.yohng.com/software/w1limit.html)
– Pay attention to where these .dll files are installed, you’ll need to reference that location later. I suggest installing
them all to the same folder.

SETTING MIC INPUT LEVEL
One of the most common issues I hear across streams, podcasts, Skype,
and in-game is a mic input level that is too high, resulting in distortion. It’s
important to set a conservative input level to avoid clipping the audio
signal (clipping is that nasty crunch).
In the Windows recording devices screen, right-click on your microphone
and select Properties. Navigate to the Levels tab and adjust the slider to
about 80% to start.

Adjust the Properties window if needed to allow you to see the
meter associated with your microphone. Speak in a loud voice to
ensure there is enough headroom for even the loudest “WAOW”.
The meter should barely touch the top green line.
I recommend this method regardless of application, as many
programs will adjust your volume for you, but they can’t undistort
audio that is clipping coming in.

VB-CABLE
The VB-CABLE driver will show up as a new playback
and recording device, appearing in the audio device list
in Windows.

Set the default recording device to CABLE-Output to
allow Windows applications to use our processed
audio.

CONFIGURING PEDALBOARD 2
Pedalboard will be used as a VST host, allowing us to load and modify our VST plugin settings.
• Within Pedalboard, open the Audio Settings panel: Options>Audio Settings
– Set “Audio Device Type” to “Windows Audio”

– Set “Output” to “CABLE Input”
– Set “Input” to your microphone or USB device
– Leave everything else as default

• Open the Plugin List panel: Options>Plugin List
– Load your VST plugins: Options…>Scan for new or updated VST plug-ins
• Select the location of your installed VST plugins (see slide 4)

PEDALBOARD ROUTING
On the left side of the application is a box (module)
labeled “Audio Input”, and on the right is one labeled
“Audio Output”. On the edges of each module are
“ports”.You can connect ports by clicking and
dragging between them.

If we were to connect Input to Output (left
output) and Output 2 (right output), we would
successfully create a path for audio to move
between our Input (microphone) and Output
(CABLE-Input).

PEDALBOARD ROUTING PT 2
Double-click anywhere in the main interface
to add a VST module. I suggest running the
x32 (not x64) versions of Pedalboard and the
VSTs for stability.

Create a path:
• From the Audio Input (Input ) to both inputs of the EQ
(Left and Right Input)

Click “e” to edit parameters

• From the outputs of the EQ (Left and Right Output) to
the input of the W Limiter (In /2) (note: /2 means that
this input port receives both Left and Right in one port)
• From the output of the Limiter (Out /2) to the Audio
Outputs (Output
)

EQUALIZER
An equalizer is used to affect various areas of the frequency spectrum of an
audio signal. Most humans can hear between 20Hz and 20,000Hz (20kHz).
You may be familiar with the Bass, Mid, and Treble controls on a typical stereo
receiver. Those three controls boost or lower specific frequency ranges to affect
the overall sound.

Rough range and description of the frequency spectrum:
Bass: 20Hz to ~300Hz (gotta get that boom-boom-boom)
Mid: 300Hz-3kHz (honk honk, plug your nose and talk)
Treble: 3kHz-20kHz (sizzle sizzle, sibilant pistachio)

EQUALIZER PT 2
85Hz is about the lowest frequency a typical human male produces while speaking. However,
most microphones pick up frequencies much lower than 85Hz, adding unnecessary low-end
noise or rumbling. This is especially prevalent with microphones that rest on a desktop, as
vibrations from a computer or typing can be picked up through contact.
To counteract this, we use a highpass
filter set around 100Hz to reduce the
low-frequency noise.

IMPORTANT NOTE: Set Stereo Mode to “Mono”

To create this filter, click below the
center line to create an adjustment point.
Change the Mode to “Highpass 12
dB/oct” and set the Frequency to 100Hz.
Increase to 150Hz if needed. Make sure
the Gain stays at 0.

COMPRESSOR/LIMITER
The fundamental function of a compressor is to take loud sounds and make them quieter.
Another way to think about this is that a compressor effectively “levels” the signal, reducing the
amplitude difference between the quietest and loudest sounds.
The “threshold” determines at what
level the compressor kicks in and starts
reducing the level.
In the image at left, step 2 shows a
compressor/limiter reducing the signal. In step
3, the signal is re-amplified (makeup gain),
bringing up the overall volume of our new
compressed signal. This effectively makes the
quiet sounds louder while keeping the loud
sounds from getting too loud and distorting.

COMPRESSOR/LIMITER PT 2
I suggest a freeware clone of a very popular
Limiter (Waves L ) called W .
As mentioned before, the Threshold
determines at what level the compressor
starts reducing the level. I suggest a starting
point of somewhere between -6dB and -15dB.
Be careful - the lower you go, the more
“smashed” sounding your mic will sound and
the more background noise will be amplified.
The Ceiling sets an upper limit on the output
signal. To allow for plenty of headroom but
still output a strong signal, I suggest this be set
between -2dB and -4dB
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AUTOMATE!
Now that you have everything set up, save your Pedalboard setup by going to File>Save.
Additionally, you can save this as a default by going to File>Save as Default. Every time Pedalboard
loads, you’ll be all patched and VST parameters will be set correctly.
To start up Pedalboard when you boot Windows:
• Create a shortcut to Pedalboard by right clicking the application and selecting “Create
Shortcut”
• For Win7, copy this shortcut into the Startup folder in your Start Menu
• For Win10, Press Win+R
– Type “shell:startup”

• Copy the shortcut into this folder
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READING!
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